
TopBraid Suite 7.5.1 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5588: Selection boxes in Asset List panel did not work. 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5583: edg:DataValueRules in non-Ontologies are no longer flagged as constraint violations. 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5598: Fix issue in workflow report panelwith active filter and checked  

                    ‘Select All’ checkbox, data selected ignore filter. 

                     

- Bug fix: TBS-5545: State issue with Active/focus on 'More', 'Explore' and 'Modify' buttons in Panel 

toolbar. 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5597: Fixed issue with certain system graphs causing problems in the inlcudes wizard.  

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5603: Fix fly-out filter dropdown menu inaccessible when the panel is small and on the left 

side of the screen. 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-4975: Fixed issue with breadcrumbs not updating when collection label changes. 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5601: Fixes an issue where a Content Tag Set panel did not properly navigate to selected 

tag candidates. 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5626: Fixes a layout issue with the import report table. 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5625: Import Data Set from Spreadsheet did not work correctly with workflows. 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5641: Fixes an issue with filtering on "Other" collection types in the 'Includes' table.  

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5605: Fixes an issue with Search the EDG user permissions checks. 

 



- Bug fix: TBS-5651: Fix RDF/OWL Properties List Panel boolean settings 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5657: Fixed an inefficiency in checking permissions of owl:imports when adding includes. 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5632: Content Tag Set could not navigate to applied tags from the Form Panel. 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5611: Fix Filter fly out drilling options does not update correct drill options 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5622: Fix issue with Quick Search display results for substring of search term instead of 

search term itself 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5662: dash:ScriptConstraints did not see inferred triples (see 

https://groups.google.com/g/topbraid-users/c/wdtDWdn6mWw) 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5652: Fixed debounce and permission issues with quick lookup 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5666: Fix layout issue with table in Open Diagram Dialog. 

 

- Bug fix: TBS-5674: JSON-LD 1.0 export produced 1.1 syntax 


